
This Week’s
Oral Vocabulary Words

Students do not need to know how to spell 
these words, but you should be able to use them 

in a sentence/have a conversation about their 
meaning from what we’ve learned in class :)

flutter
different
protect

resemble
imitate
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Dates to Remember

3/2 - Starts 
Conference Week

3/5 - ½ day of School

3/6 - No School

3/20 - ½ day of School

Happy First Week of March!

Portland Backpacks for Bellies Food Drive! We are partnering with 
Mrs. Fitz’s DK class to gather boxes of Macaroni & Cheese for PBB! We 
are going to try and meet a goal of 75 boxes for our classroom. 
Together with Mrs. Fitz’s class, we are going to work towards donating 
100 boxes to families in need! How cool is that!?! We will have a class 
prize if we meet our goal!! Collection will run until March 13th! You 
can send them in at any time with your child :) Thank you!!

This coming week’s themed days for Dr. Seuss Week are posted in 
ClassTag. There are also other dates listed for the entire month :)

This Week’s Raider 
of the Week…

Raider
Bird

Due to the short week, 
Raider Bird will be 

looking for kiddos using 
PRIDE to be represented 

next week! :)



my night find dried

right kind  by pie

Words We Practiced This Week:

Please practice reading and spelling these words. 
Focus on the vowels used and what sound the 

vowels make in the word.
This week: long i (ie, i, igh, _y)

This week’s High 
Frequency Words:

caught

know

laugh

listen

flew

were
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Our Growth Mindset
Phrase of the Week:

I want to learn from others!

Next Week’s Specials
(A Week)

M- Art
T- Gym
W- Art

Th- Gym & Tech
F- Music & Library

Raider PRIDE: Art with Mr. Hodgman

PREPARED - Bring your bodies to the floor ready to see what 
you’re going to be doing that day!

RESPECTFUL - Clean up right when Mr. Hodgman asks the first 
time. He gives you plenty of time and notice to clean up.

IN CONTROL - Use the art tools appropriately with safe bodies in 
the art room, especially around others’ work :)

DETERMINED - Focus and work on your project, think if you 
have time to keep working or if you should start cleaning up.

ENGAGED - Listen to how you will use the art tools that day.


